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Vertical Displacement Events

. To improve tokamak confinement, elongated cross-section is
often adopted.

. The elongation of plasma may lead to vertical displacement
instability.

EAST shot 4580[Qian Jin-Ping et al 2009 Chinese Phys. B]
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Toroidal rotation affects asymmetric VDE process.

. There are many magnetic
reconnection behaviour during
asymmetric VDE process.

. Toroidal rotation is one of the keys
to magnetic island diagram.

. The rotation of plasma current
asymmetries can resonate with
some mechanical components of
the vessel [S.N. Gerasimov et al
2014 Nucl. Fusion]. 4 of 30
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Model: equation system in NIMROD
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particle continuity with
artificial diffusion

momentum density with
optional drag

temperature evolution

Faraday’s law & MHD
Ohm’s law

Ampere’s law and

divergence constraint

. The viscous stress: Π = ρνkin∇~V

. the anisotropic thermal conduction:

~q = −n
[(
χ‖ − χ⊥

)
b̂b̂ · ∇T + χ⊥∇T

]
where χ‖ = 1.0× 105m2/s and χ⊥ = 1.0m2/s

. Lundquist number: S = 5× 105 [Sovinec et al 2004 JCP]
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Equilibrium reconstruction based on the EAST coil set

β(0) = 0.89% q0 = 1.5

. Left: equilibrium contour of pressure (color) and poloidal flux
(lines); the red rectangles (�) denote the coils position; the red
contour line in the computational region stands for the separatrix.

. Right: the equilibrium profiles of pressure (red) and safety factor
(blue) based on EAST #71230@4800.

. Rectangular grid with round corner is adopted for all results in this
presentation unless noted otherwise. And vreswall=1.0e-3 7 of 30



Previously Sovinec and Bunkers developed the NSTX-VDE
simulation

. VDE is forced by
externally imposed
conditions on the
magnetic field.

. VDE is most sensitive
to variations in
boundary and
thermal-conduction
parameters.

[Sovinec and Bunkers 2019
PPCF]
[Bunkers and Sovinec 2020
POP]
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EAST-VDE simulation without rotation

. Left: 3D-VDE simulation using rectangular grid with round corners.
Right: 3D-VDE simulation using rectangular grid with sharp corners.

. The pressure contour (color) and poloidal flux contour (lines) are
presented in two figures.

. Finger and filament structures more visible, and collision with wall
more violent in above 3D VDE simulation with round corner mesh.
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Profiles of toroidal rotation included in this presentation

. Three toroidal rotation profiles are applied in this presentation,
including constant, cubic and quad toroidal rotation profile.

. The toroidal rotational equilibrium is calculated
self-consistently using NIMEQ [Howell and Sovinec 2014 CPC,
Li and Zhu 2021 CPC].
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lphi=5 ensures the convergence of asymmetric VDE
simulation.

(a) The magnetic energy of n = 0 (b) The kinetic energy of n = 0

From the energy history (Ek and Em) of n = 0 mode, it can be
seen that lphi = 5 can ensure the toroidal resolution in the process
of asymmetric VDE simulation, and the convergence of simulation.

11 of 30
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Effects of toroidal rotation on symmetric VDE is small

⇐ Total internal
energy

⇐ Temperature
at magnetic axis

⇐ Plasma
current

⇐ Vertical
postion

⇐ q at
magnetic axis
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VDE process is effected by constant toroidal rotation

. The right figure is a zoomed in part of the left figure.

. when M < 0.1, the VDE process is advanced by the constant
rotation and when M > 0.1, the VDE process is delayed.

15 of 30



n=0 mode is delayed by constant toroidal rotation

. The kinetic energy of n=0 is delayed by constant rotation and
the amplitude is reduced when the VDE process is triggered.

. This delay is due to the faster growth of the asymmetric
perturbation of rotational VDE process.

. The influence of constant flow on magnetic energy is similar
with that on VDE process.
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The mode structures of n=10 with and without constant
rotation

(a) static VDE. (b) constant rotation M=0.25.

The constant rotation makes n=10 mode structure twisted.
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VDE process is effected by cubic toroidal rotation

. The right figure is a zoomed in part of the left figure.

. The effects of cubic rotation on asymmetric VDE is similar
with that of constant rotation.

. when M < 0.05, the VDE process is advanced by the cubic
rotation and when M > 0.05, the VDE process is delayed.19 of 30



n=0 mode is delayed by cubic toroidal rotation

. The kinetic energy of n=0 is delayed by cubic rotation and the
amplitude is reduced when the VDE process is triggered.

. This delay is due to the faster growth of the asymmetric
perturbation of rotational VDE process.

. The influence of cubic rotation on magnetic energy is similar
with that on VDE process.
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The mode structures of n=10 with and without cubic
rotation

(a) static VDE. (b) cubic rotation M=0.25.

The cubic rotation makes n=10 mode structure twisted.
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VDE process is effected by quad toroidal rotation

. The right figure is a zoomed in part of the left figure.

. when M > 0.01, the VDE process is delayed.
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n=0 mode is delayed by quad toroidal rotation

. The kinetic energy of n=0 is delayed by quad rotation and the
amplitude is reduced when the VDE process is triggered.

. This delay is due to the faster growth of the asymmetric
perturbation of rotational VDE process.

. The influence of quad rotation on magnetic energy is similar
with that on VDE process.
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The mode structures of n=10 with and without quad
rotation

(a) static VDE. (b) quad rotation M=0.15.

The quad rotation makes n=10 mode structure twisted.
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VDE process is effected by toroidal rotation

. The right figure is a zoomed in part of the left figure.

. Larger edge Mach number advances asymmetric VDE more.
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n=0 mode is delayed by toroidal rotation

. Smaller edge Mach number makes the thermal energy of n=0
delayed larger when the VDE process is triggered.

. The influence of toroidal rotation on magnetic energy is
similar with that on VDE process.
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Summary

. The self-consistent EAST equilibrium with toroidal rotation is
obtained using NIMEQ and three toroidal rotation profiles are
applied to studying the rotational VDE.

. The effects of toroidal rotation on symmetric VDE is small
when the Mach number is low.

. The thermal energy of n=0 is delayed by quad rotation and
the amplitude is reduced when the rotational VDE process is
triggered.

. There are different critical value of Mach number for different
toroidal rotatoin profiles.

. Larger edge Mach number advances asymmetric VDE more
and smaller edge Mach number makes the thermal energy of
n=0 delayed further when the VDE process is triggered.
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Furture work

. Simulate symmetric VDE whith larger Mach number to make
it clear whether the toroidal rotation affects it.

. More asymmetric VDE cases with constant rotation around
M = 0.1 to make it clear why the effect of constant flow is
different between M > 0.1 and M < 0.1.

. More asymmetric VDE cases with toroidal rotation to make it
clear why there is one critical value of Mach number.

. We plan to study the effects of the shear of toroidal rotation
on the asymmetric VDE process.
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